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He won wings as a proud Air Force flyer,
And strove, by degrees, to climb higher.
Reduced to a tent,
Then a boat (to invent),
He concluded that chapels are drier.

I do not, Archimedes, know why
You put marks on your ruler. Sir, I
Know that trisection tricks
Give a trisector kicks,
But why fudge when it’s easy as pi?

One of the most interesting episodes in the long saga of angle trisection (see Dudley
[1]) was a discovery made by Archimedes of Syracuse nearly 2300 years ago. He
found that he could trisect an arbitrary angle simply and exactly if he made two little
marks on the edge of his ruler. Taking this idea a step further, he showed that he could
achieve the same feat by using virtual marks rather than physical ones. These were
provided by the points of his compass as he held them alongside the ruler. Needless to
say, both methods violate the strict straightedge-and-compass constraints of Euclidean
construction, complete obedience to which makes trisection impossible (even though
untold thousands of would-be trisectors have famously refused to believe this).

Archimedes’ method
We show Archimedes’ construction in Figure 1, where � ABC is the angle to be tri-
sected. Assuming that AB = BC , we draw a semicircle with centre B and radius AB.
With the compass still open to this radius, we position its legs to form the virtual points
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Figure 1. Archimedes’ method.

D and E on the straightedge. We now slide this ruler and compass combination until
D is on the semicircle, E is on the extension of AB, and the edge of the ruler passes
though C . Then � AEC is exactly one third of � ABC. (Proving this is left to the reader.)

For over two millennia those who have wished to trisect an arbitrary angle with
only a ruler and compass have had to make these Archimedean marks—either real or
virtual—on the edges of their rulers. Is this absolutely necessary? Surprisingly, the
answer is no. We now show you one of several simple methods developed by the au-
thor, who had been alerted to the problem by Martin Gardner [2, Ch. 19], for trisecting
an angle using only a compass and an unmarked ruler. However, in the time-honored
tradition forced on trisectors by the constraints of Euclidean geometry, we do need to
cheat a little. This will be done by taking advantage of the fact that real rulers and
straightedges inevitably have ends.

A New Method
The angle to be trisected is the acute angle � ABC of Figure 2. Let D be the midpoint
of BC. Draw an arc, with centre C , passing through D. Let E be the foot of the per-
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Figure 2. New method.
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pendicular drawn from D to AB. Slide the ruler until its end is on B, its corner on the
line

←→
DE , say at F , and its edge tangent to the arc. Then

−→
BF will be a trisector of � ABC.

In proving that this is truly an exact trisection, we use the augmented diagram shown
in Figure 3. Letting α = � ABC, β = � EBF, and γ = � FBC, we show that γ = 2β.
The point at which the edge of the ruler crosses BC we call G. The point at which it
is tangent to the circle we call H . Let I denote the point at which a line through F ,
parallel to

←→
BC , meets the extension of HC. For convenience, we assume that CD = 1.

Observe that �BFG is similar to �CHG, so � GCH = γ , and hence tan γ = GH. Also
notice that � FIH = γ , so from �FIH we see that sin γ = FH/2. Consequently, FG =
2 sin γ − tan γ . We further note from �CGH that sec γ = CG, so DG = sec γ − 1.
Now, applying the law of sines to �DFG, we get

sin � DFG

DG
= sin � FDG

FG
.

Because � DFG = β and � FDG = 90 − α, we have

sin β

sec γ − 1
= cos α

2 sin γ − tan γ

(since α = β + γ ). Thus, with an application of both algebra and trigonometry out of
keeping with the extreme simplicity of the method itself, we arrive at the conclusion
that cos β = cos(γ − β). From this it follows that γ = 2β, and hence that

−→
BF trisects

� ABC.
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Figure 3. New method augmented.

In future, when mathematicians say that it is impossible to trisect arbitrary angles
using only a compass and ruler, they should take care to mention not only the prohi-
bition of Archimedes’ ruler-and-compass collaboration, but should stress also that the
ruler must not have an end. Finally, they should bear in mind that specialized trisecting
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Figure 4. Tomahawk method.

tools such as the Tomahawk (see Figure 4) offer a service that can be provided just as
well now by the humble ruler itself or a right triangle.

Like its namesake once swung by the Sioux,
The old Tomahawk trisector’s through,
For it seems it’s been matched
By the ruler unscratched,
Which can paddle its own smart canoe.
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From Richard Syverson (rsyverson@comcast.net):

The question below appeared in a “Mystery category” in a quiz called “Where in
the world are we?” in the Minneapolis Star Tribune on January 1, 2007.

Name the U.S. states that are rectangles.

For their surprising answer, see page 105.
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